BuildCrete is a single application product combined with a fiberglass mesh that is perfect for wall finishes, floors, pools, and other applications. BuildCrete is 100% waterproof and highly impact resistant. BuildCrete crystallizes as it cures and grows into the EPS foam of BuildBlock ICFs creating a permanent physical connection to the foam.

**BuildCrete Stucco**
- World’s first GREEN Stucco.
- Building walls use a single 3/16-inch thick coat applied directly over EPS. This provides a hard, durable finish up to 3500+ PSI compressive strength.
- 100% waterproof, highly resistant to mold and mildew growth.
- Uses embedded fiberglass mesh to deliver 3500+ PSI compressive strength; highly impact and abrasion resistant.
- Resistant to freeze and thaw damage; low shrinkage minimizing cracking.
- One coat, single day, hand or machine application applies directly over EPS.

**BuildCrete Plaster**
- Single 3/16-inch thick coat applied directly over EPS Provides a hard, durable finish up to 8500+ PSI compressive strength.
- Roller textures and other finishes can be applied rapidly; easily painted or stained.
- Environmentally friendly and emits ZERO pollutants.
- Uses less water than other products.
- Resists cracking, indenting, and abrasion.
- USEPA & California indoor air quality VOC standards.
- Code approved and tested to ASTM E-136, ASTM E-84 and NFPA-286 fire and flame resistance standards.

**BuildCrete Pool Plaster**
- Pools use 1/4-inch on pool floor and 3/8-inch on pool walls.
- Easy to mix using standard plaster tools & techniques.
- Applied in a scratch and double-back one-coat with a fiberglass mesh.
- Uses less water than other products.
- Resistant to freeze and thaw damage; low shrinkage minimizing cracking.
BUILD BLOCK ICF POOLS
Energy-efficient pools limited only by your imagination.

- ICF Pools reduce energy costs by more than 60% and extend the pool season making your investment even better.
- ICF pools are fast to build as well as efficient and affordable to maintain.
- Build your ICF home and pool using the same materials for extreme energy efficiency and disaster resilience.
- BuildBlock & BuildRadius forms combine to create any shape imaginable.

USE BUILDCRETE COATINGS TO FINISH YOUR POOL QUICKLY AND EASILY.